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Photo  Cre dit:  GL NPO I ma ge C ollecti on (Mi nn esot a Ext ensi on Se rviPhoto  Cre dit:  GL NPO I ma ge C ollecti on (Mi nn esot a Ext ensi on Se rvic e, D ave H ans en )c e, D ave H ans en )

Good Afternoon - If we could have everyone in this 
room project one mental image of the Great Lakes , 
we’d probably see these images in two different groups.  
There would be those of us that would project a blue 
map of the waters, of the 5 GL and their connecting 
channels – and there would be folks that think of the 
lakes as a basin and include the land that forms the 
watershed

For this talk I want us to think of the lakes a little 
different – not quite water, not quiet land – but as a 
coastal landscape where the composition of the land 
shapes the waters, and where the forces of water 
shape the land.  It’s this narrow band of coastal 
terrestrial ecosystem that I will be presenting.
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Project GoalsProject Goals

•• Update from 1996 SOLEC report on Update from 1996 SOLEC report on 
Nearshore Terrestrial Ecosystems  Nearshore Terrestrial Ecosystems  (Reid & (Reid & 
Holland 1997)Holland 1997)

•• Es tablish baseline information Es tablish baseline information 

•• Identify trendsIdentify trends

This project provides an update of the original 1996 SOLEC chapter on 
coastal terrestrial ecosystems, and has two primary objectives:

To update baseline information on coastal terrestrial ecosystems.
To identify trends in these systems, and answer the question: what has 
changed since 1996?
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MethodsMethods

•• DataData--driven approachdriven approach
•• GIS analysis of coastal ecosystems to GIS analysis of coastal ecosystems to 

assess extent & distributionassess extent & distribution
•• GIS assessment of condit ion/ pressures GIS assessment of condit ion/ pressures 

based on based on landcoverlandcover
•• Literature rev iew  to examine classif ication Literature rev iew  to examine classif ication 

of coastal ecosystems, their condit ion & of coastal ecosystems, their condit ion & 
pressurespressures

Now what has changed since 1996 is the information we have available 
and how we can use it

This project included the assembly and analysis of the best available 
spatial data on coastal terrestrial ecosystems, much of which was not 
available for the original report.  This includes coastal mapping for 
Canada (Environment Canada, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources) 
and the U.S. (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), and 
classifications and descriptions of coastal terrestrial ecosystems from 
the Great Lakes region, Ontario and U.S. Great Lake states, including 
element occurrences (EOs) of coastal terrestrial vegetation 
communities.

This spatial information was used to develop baseline information and 
assess status/ pressures – and a literature review was done to 
supplement the spatial data and look at trends
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MethodsMethods

To conduct the analysis we stratified by the GL by coastal ecoreach, 
developed by SOLEC, some 5 additions to include offshore islands

This allows for great resolution in looking at the results
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Lak e plai n Prair i e
Ojibway Provi ncial Nat ure  

Rese rve,  Det riot Rive r

Importance of Coastal Importance of Coastal 
Terrestrial EcosystemsTerrestrial Ecosystems

•• 28,300 km of coast28,300 km of coast

•• Over 25 globally rare Over 25 globally rare 
vegetation vegetation 
communitiescommunities

•• Endemic speciesEndemic species

Great  L ake s Fore d un es
Pinery P rovi ncial P ark,  La ke H ur on

There are some general statements about the region – and there are two important 
things to remember:

To begin with,  it’s big

The Great Lakes coast is over 28,000 km in length, this includes the mainland and 
islands – a distance equal to a return trip from Buffalo to Bejiing - making it the 
longest freshwater coast in the world

It’s also incredibly diverse and important for biodiversity conservation

Driven by their close proximity to the world’s largest freshwater seas, this coastal 
zone has been a catalyst for species and ecosystem diversity.   Many of the 
terrestrial endemic species in the Great Lakes basin have evolved in the last 10,000 
years in response to this coastal influence, and approximately 200 disjunct species 
persist due to the unique conditions of the coastal environment.

A large number of ecosystems have also developed in response to the special 
conditions of the Great Lakes coast.  We share with the alpine regions of North 
America the most diverse assemblages of ecological systems in the United States 
and southern Canada.  In addition, 25 globally rare vegetation communities that are 
restricted to the Great Lakes coast have been documented.  Many of these 
communities are the focus of this report.
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•• Linked to the Linked to the 
biodiversity and health biodiversity and health 
of nearshore watersof nearshore waters

•• Zone of transfer of Zone of transfer of 
biomass and sedimentsbiomass and sediments

Chimn ey Blu ff s St at e Park
Pho to : Ne w Y ork St ate  Parks

May fli es
Lak e Erie

Importance of Coastal Importance of Coastal 
Terrestrial EcosystemsTerrestrial Ecosystems

The CTE is also a link between land and lake and lake to land, a zone 
of transfer of biomass and sediments

What happens to these lands impacts the lakes
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Coastal Terrestrial EcosystemsCoastal Terrestrial Ecosystems

1.1. Great La kes Sand BeachesGreat La kes Sand Beaches
2.2. Great La kes Great La kes ForedunesForedunes
3.3. Coastal Back Dune Coastal Back Dune 

ComplexesComplexes
4.4. Bedrock ShoresBedrock Shores
5.5. Cobble BeachesCobble Beaches
6.6. Shoreline CliffsShoreline Cliffs
7.7. Shoreline BluffsShoreline Bluffs
8.8. LakeplainLakeplain PrairiesPrairies
9.9. ArcticArctic--Alpine Alpine DisjunctDisjunct

CommunitiesCommunities
10.10. Atlantic Coastal Plain Atlantic Coastal Plain DisjunctDisjunct

CommunitiesCommunities
11.11. Rich Coastal FensRich Coastal Fens
12.12. Shoreline Shoreline AlvarsAlvars
13.13. Coastal Rock BarrensCoastal Rock Barrens
14.14. Great La kes Coastal ForestsGreat La kes Coastal Forests

Cob bl e Be ac h 
Mani touli n Isl and , L ake H ur on

The report deals with 14 systems, which we are calling Coastal 
Terrestrial Ecosystems

For each of these ecosystems, we have developed baseline measures 
on distribution and status, and assessed threats. 
The report is structured to provide a fact sheet on each of the systems
Background, results of spatial analysis – status and trends by lake 
system

One of the first tasks in the project was to review and update the 
taxonomy of these systems.  The names of some of the 1996 coastal 
terrestrial ecosystems has been changed to reflect the newer names of 
Great Lakes ecological systems (NatureServe, 2008), and two 
ecosystems, Great Lakes Coastal Forests and Rich Coastal Fens were 
added.  Great Lakes Islands, originally included in the 1996 report, now 
have a separate SOLEC indicator report and are not addressed in this 
report. 

I’ll now provide details on a few examples.
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Great Lakes Sand BeachesGreat Lakes Sand Beaches

•• 3385 km3385 km

•• Ranked globally Ranked globally 
rarerare

•• Many key sites Many key sites 
are within are within 
protected areasprotected areas Great  L ake s Be ac h

Cart er B ay, Lake  Hu ron

GL sand beaches occur along over 3300 km of GL coast.  This includes 
pure sand beaches, but also sand beaches that are mixed with pebbles.  
GL beaches are considered to be globally rare – although only one type 
has been formally described, and we know many of largest beach areas 
are within protected areas.
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14.4% - mixed/ unchangingErieErie

6.2% - mixed/ unchangingHuronHuron
1.2% - poor/ undeterminedSt. ClairSt. Clair

13.5% - mixed/ unchangingOntarioOntario

61.1% - mixed/ unchangingMichiganMichigan
9.5% 9.5% -- good/ unchangingSuperiorSuperior

% of Coast % of Coast -- Status/TrendStatus/Trend

Great Great 
LakesLakes
Sand Sand 

BeachesBeaches

For systems such as sand beaches that have been included in 
comprehensive shoreline mapping, we have created maps showing the 
distribution – these are the green lines along the coast

Spatial information and background literature was used to look at the 
status ( for example protected areas), and the trends since 1996
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Bedrock ShoresBedrock Shores

•• 6000 km6000 km

•• Four major types identified Four major types identified 
based on substratebased on substrate

Bedr ock  Sh ore ( No n-A lka li ne)
Americ an Ca mp, Ge orgi an B ay

Bedr ock  Sh ore ( Alk ali ne )
Middl e Poi nt, Pel ee Isla nd, Lak e Eri e

•• Limestone and Limestone and 
sandstone types sandstone types 
considered globally considered globally 
rarerare

Bedrock shores are more common in the GL, and are generally 
classified into four different groups depending on bedrock type
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Bedrock Bedrock 
ShoreShore

8.2% - mixed/ deterioratingErieErie

26.0% - good/ improvingHuronHuron
1.8% - poor/ unchangingSt. ClairSt. Clair

16.5% - mixed/ deterioratingOntarioOntario

10.9% - mixed/ deterioratingMichiganMichigan
28.7% - good/ improvingSuperiorSuperior

% of Coast % of Coast -- Status/TrendStatus/Trend

Not surprisingly bedrock shores tends to be more common in the 
northern lakes

In some areas such as L H and LS the status on these shorelines was 
ranked as improving because of large new protected areas in ON
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Cobble BeachesCobble Beaches

•• 2720 km2720 km

•• Three major types Three major types 
identified based on identified based on 
subst ratesubst rate

•• Limestone type Limestone type 
considered globally considered globally 
rarerare

Cob bl e Be ac h
Grav elly Poi nt, B ruc e 

Penins ula, Ge orgi an B ay

Cob bl e Be ac h
Cape  Hur d, B ruc e Peni nsul a, 

Lake  Hu ron

Cobbles beaches while they can be locally very common, do have 
limited distribution in the GL with under 3000 km
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Cobble Cobble 
BeachBeach

1.8% - mixed/ unchangingErieErie

12.7% - good/ improvingHuronHuron
0.2% - poor/ unchangingSt. ClairSt. Clair

7.5% - mixed/ deterioratingOntarioOntario

0.5% - mixed/ deterioratingMichiganMichigan
14.1% - good/ improvingSuperiorSuperior

% of Coast % of Coast -- Status/TrendStatus/Trend

As with bedrock, they tend to be more common in the north with a few 
exceptions such as parts of LO 
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Atlantic Coastal Plain Disjunct Atlantic Coastal Plain Disjunct 
CommunitiesCommunities

•• Globally rareGlobally rare

•• Limited by specific Limited by specific 
habitat habitat 
requirementsrequirements

•• Not restricted to Not restricted to 
Great Lakes shoresGreat Lakes shoresAtla nti c C oa st al Pla in  Disj u nc ts

Sandy Isla nd, Ge orgi an B ay

Baseline mapping for some of the coastal terrestrial ecosystems, such 
as Atlantic Coastal Plain Disjunct Communities, was based on element 
occurrence or data points from Great Lakes heritage programs.

Atlantic Coastal Plain Disjunct Communities are plant associations with 
their main range along the Atlantic seaboard – populations in the GL 
were once connected when the configuration of the lakes was very
different
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Atlantic Atlantic 
Coastal Plain Coastal Plain 

Disjunct Disjunct 
CommunitiesCommunities

does not occurErieErie

HG9,HG10 - mixed/ undeterminedHuronHuron
does not occurSt. ClairSt. Clair

does not occurOntarioOntario

M6a,M6b,M6c - mixed/ undeterminedMichiganMichigan
does not occurSuperiorSuperior

Coastal Coastal EcoreachesEcoreaches -- Status/TrendStatus/Trend

Atlantic Coastal Plain Disjunct Communities have a high fidelity to 
specific site conditions - This type has a very limited distribution and 
occurs in only a few of the coastal eco-reaches – these ecoreaches are 
highlighted on the map and listed in the table
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Coastal ForestsCoastal Forests

•• Coast influences structure Coast influences structure 
and compositionand composition

•• Important for migratory Important for migratory 
speciesspecies

•• Biomass transfer from lake Biomass transfer from lake 
to landto land

Coa sta l F ore st
Geo rgia n Bay

Coa sta l F ore st
Tro ut B ay, Lak e Sup eri or

Final example is CF – while not included in 1996, this is a system that 
often exhibits unique structure and composition when in close proximity 
to the coast
This includes windswept or even krumholtz trees – or high richness and 
biomass of mosses and lichens due to high humidity and constant fog

Great Lakes Coastal Forests are one of 3 systems we recognize have 
many occurrences away from the coast (rock barrens, alvars are the 
others) – but that coastal occurrences are unique

Coastal Forests are also important in  biomass transfer  - there are logs 
and other biomass going into the water, like in river systems –

Forests are also important where aquatic insects emerge, providing 
resting areas and food sources for migratory birds 
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Coastal Coastal 
ForestsForests

14.2% - poor/deterioratingErieErie

59.9% - mixed/ improvingHuronHuron
9.5% - poor/deterioratingSt. ClairSt. Clair

24.0% - mixed/ unchangingOntarioOntario

28.9% - mixed/ deterioratingMichiganMichigan
80.1% - good/ improvingSuperiorSuperior

% of Coast (2km inland) % of Coast (2km inland) -- Status/TrendStatus/Trend

You are You are 
herehere

This map shows forests within 2 km of the coast – not surprisingly we 
have a greater cover in the north – with Lake Superior having over 80% 
in this coastal band, and Lake Erie having only 14%
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PressuresPressures

•• Coastal DevelopmentCoastal Development

•• Invasive SpeciesInvasive Species

•• Recreational UseRecreational Use

•• Shoreline AlterationsShoreline Alterations

The Great Lakes coastal terrestrial zone is a key region for the
conservation of globally significant biodiversity values and ecological 
phenomena.  

It is also a region under many pressures.  No other part of the Great 
Lakes has the same depth and diversity of human history.  For millennia 
coastal ecosystems have attracted human settlement for their access to 
transportation, natural resources, water and aesthetics.   Today, the 
coastal terrestrial zone contains the largest concentrations of urban 
areas, industry and recreational sites in the Great Lakes basin. New 
development in the basin continues to be concentrated in coastal areas.
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Coastal Pressure IndexCoastal Pressure Index

•• Index based on land use and shoreline alterationIndex based on land use and shoreline alteration

•• Applied to each coastal Applied to each coastal ecoreachecoreach

An automated analysis of pressures on coastal terrestrial ecosystems 
was conducted through GIS based on general landcover and shoreline 
modification within each coastal eco-reach.  

Pressures were measured based on the percentage of urban cover and 
agricultural cover within 2 km of the coast, and the percentage of 
shoreline that was classified as “artificial”.   
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Coastal Coastal 
Pressure IndexPressure Index
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In this example you can see the different pressure measures of LH and 
GBay – provides content on areas with relatively lower pressures like E 
GBay <click> (very little shoreline alteration, and land cover is primarily 
natural) –
<click>
vs the eastern coast in the south with lots of people trying to build big 
beaches with shoreline structures, and much of the land converted for 
urban or agricultural land uses

Not to say there aren’t sites with heavy pressures in EGBay or really 
wonderful, protected areas on the e coast of Lake Huron – provides 
some context to look at pressures in coastal ecoreaches and even look 
at pressures to specific CTE
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Land ProtectionLand Protection

The other side of looking at pressures is to look at existing land 
conservation within each coastal eco-reach.  This map shows the 
amount of land protection within a 2 km coastal band and for all islands 
by coastal ecoreach.

.  - basically green is good, blue is bad -

We typically have done more coastal conservation in the north

coastal eco-reaches in the south with higher amounts of land 
conservation tend to be smaller eco-reaches (e.g. Long Point in Lake 
Erie)
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Management ImplicationsManagement Implications

Coastal Coastal EcoreachEcoreach Report CardsReport Cards
e.g. Western Bruce Peninsula (HG2b)e.g. Western Bruce Peninsula (HG2b)

•• 428.62 km428.62 km
•• Bedrock shore: dominant (Bedrock shore: dominant (~50%)~50%)
•• Cobble beach: uncommon (Cobble beach: uncommon (~8%)~8%)
•• Sand beach: very rare (<1%)Sand beach: very rare (<1%)
•• Shoreline Cliff: rare (<4%)Shoreline Cliff: rare (<4%)
•• Four Coastal Four Coastal AlvarAlvar Types documentedTypes documented
•• Approximately 19% of coast is protected.Approximately 19% of coast is protected.
•• Coastal Pressure Index: Lower Coastal Pressure Index: Lower -- 4.9 4.9 

(range 0(range 0--193.6; median=44 )193.6; median=44 )

So this project has generated lots of new spatial files and data, let’s look 
at some potential applications:

Information can be used to generate reports on each ecoreach – there’s 
probably local information that could be incorporated to refine the report
In this example for the Western Bruce Peninsula, you can see the
dominant shoreline types (predominantly bedrock), documented 
element occurrences (alvars) and the amount of coast (within a 2 km 
buffer) that in protected (about 19%)

This can be used to identified where field work is needed – for this 
example, we know that the cobble beaches are probably limestone 
which is a globally rare type, but there is no EO data – since most of the 
cobble beaches are outside of protected areas they could be a priority 
to do field work
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Management ImplicationsManagement Implications

Need Binational Coastal Terrestrial Classification SystemNeed Binational Coastal Terrestrial Classification System
•• Build on existing information in Build on existing information in NatureServeNatureServe

Identify gaps in protectionIdentify gaps in protection
•• Representation at different spatial scalesRepresentation at different spatial scales

There needs to be greater consensus on a taxonomy for coastal 
terrestrial ecosystems – similar systems have different name depending 
where it is located.
A “sea-rocket open mineral shoreline type” in Ontario is a “Great Lakes 
sparsely vegetated beach” in Pennsylvania and a “beach-dune 
community” in Ohio.  Developing a basin-wide classification system is 
an important first step in better understanding the ecology and 
conservation needs of the coast.

New systems also need to be added.  For example the coasts in the 
bottom photos on this slide would both be classified as “limestone 
cobble beach” - but they function under very different energy regimes, 
which results in very different vegetation communities.  They are not the 
same time.

The information generated from this report can also be used to identify 
gaps in land protection within different coastal regions, but also for gaps 
in representation of all the coastal terrestrial ecosystems.  Where gaps 
exist, this information can be used to focus land protection efforts.
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Management ImplicationsManagement Implications

•• Key stewardship opportunitiesKey stewardship opportunities
•• Good baseline of distribution and statusGood baseline of distribution and status

There is good news.  We’ve made great progress in the last 10 years.  
This includes the creation of large parks and protected areas in the 
northern Great Lakes and there are several excellent example of 
stewardship programs that could be expanded to other areas. 

We also have a better understanding on the distribution and status of 
these Coastal Terrestrial Ecosystems – the draft information generated 
for this report can be improved with your input and we invite you to our 
session this afternoon to provide your input. 

In conclusion our CTE are a key area for GL biodiversity.  They support 
many of our endemic species and globally rare vegetation communities.  
The health of this coast also plays a role in the health of the nearshore
waters.  This is also a zone of many pressures and changing land uses.  

There are still excellent opportunities to conserve and steward these 
areas.  These opportunities are, however, finite and we hope the
information in this report can help to better set and implement 
conservation actions, and to empower us to do, not what we can do, but 
what we must do to protect the Great Lakes Coast. <click>
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